
Barriskill Dance Theatre School
Studio Summer Camps 2021

June 7-11
Annie: Musical Theatre In Studio (no singing inside)
Students will audition on the first day of class for Annie.  Audition materials will be
provided.  We will work via zoom to rehearse and perform a full musical.  Recordings
will be made on the final day of class.  A fully finalized production will be available on
Vimeo the following week.
Ages 6-12
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Stretch & Strength Outside
Spend the week getting in shape and learn how to keep your body in peak dancing
condition. Campers will learn and practice a variety of conditioning exercises and
techniques they can bring to any dance class. Cardio and Strength training as well as
Stretching workshops are all included.
Ages 7+
1:00-3:00pm
$170

Hip Hop Intensive Online
Study high energy hip hop routines and techniques with Jay!
Ages 12+
3:30-5:00pm
$125

June 14-18
Spy Camp In Studio
Hone your detective skills and solve daily mysteries. Create disguises and unlock secret
codes. The rest of the fun in this camp is TOP SECRET! You’ll have to sign up quickly
to find out what it is!
Ages 6-9
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Jazz Intensive



In this jazz camp we will work on jazz technique such as different jumps and turns. We
will also focus on jazz specific strength and conditioning. We will have a large focus on
incorporating our technique into fun, upbeat jazz choreography.
Ages 7+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Kidz Bop In Studio
Does your child know all of the latest songs? How about the latest dances?  Join us for
a week filled with jazz, ballet, and hip hop technique. We will learn a variety of songs
new and old from the Kidz Bop Kids and present perfectly paired choreography to family
and friends on the last day of camp. So pull your hair up and get your dance clothes on,
because we are going to party all week long!
Ages 5-9
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Musical Theatre Audition Show In Studio
Do you have what it takes to make it big? In this intensive you will work on both acting
(scene study & monologues)and dance audition choreography (to include leaps, turns,
stage presence & flexibility) in order to prepare you for the big live audition on Friday!
After spending the week working on your audition technique, audience members will
have the opportunity to give you feedback on who they would cast in our faux show!
Students will work on both method acting and jazz technique while also learning how to
use their skills to land that big roll and to stand out in a crowd. Will the audience pick
you in our live show?
Ages 11+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

June 21-25
Cultural Connection: Pocahontas In Studio
Journey with us through the woods to visit the Powhatan tribe and meet Pocahontas,
her father the Chief, and all of her friends! We will learn about Native American culture,
music, and dance . We’ll also create beautiful Native American artwork. Family and
friends are invited to join the fun at our end of the week celebration! Sign up quickly
before space runs out!
Ages 5-9
9:00am-12:00pm
$250



Hip Hoppin Kids In Studio
In this Hip Hoppin Kids camp we will be learning fun, upbeat hip hop choreography and
different ways to strengthen and condition our bodies. We will also introduce beginner
break dancing moves and the art of freestyle.
Ages 7+
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Intro to Tap In Studio
Want to learn the basics? Intro to Tap is the perfect way to try something new! We will
learn beginner-level steps, as well as introduce dancers to the history of American tap
dance.
Ages 6+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

June 28-July 2
Dazzling Dress Up In Studio
The race is on and we are ready to celebrate! Whether you are a Kentucky Derby
fanatic or just love horses, this camp is sure to win you over! Dancers will learn
choreography and create costumes perfectly suited for this high class festival! You are
invited to a special showcase on the last day of camp. Save your Mint Julep for later
and sign up quickly before space runs out!
Ages 5-8
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Harry Potter In Studio
Delve into the Wizarding World of Harry Potter! You’ll be placed into your house upon
arrival. You and your housemates will compete daily to win the House Cup while
dancing, taking OWL classes, playing Quidditch and more. Dust off your brooms and fly
in for magical fun!
Ages 6-10
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Newsies In Studio



Re-create the classic scenes from newsies with Miss Helen and miss Caroline! This
camp is for dancers moving into tap 4 or higher. We will focus mainly on tap, but will
also include some musical theater choreography!
Tap Levels 4+
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Jazz & Contemporary Intensive In Studio
In this jazz/contemporary intensive we will work on technique such as different kinds of
jumps, turns, and tilts. We will also focus on jazz specific strength and conditioning and
a large focus on choreography. We will be exploring genres like edgy contemporary,
street jazz, and commercial jazz.
Ages 12+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Anastasia: Musical Theatre Online
Students will audition on the first day of class for Anastasia the Musical.  Students will
need to prepare a 16-32 bar vocal audition (around 30-60 seconds).  We will work via
zoom to rehearse and perform a full musical.  Recordings will be made on the final day
of class.  A fully finalized production will be available on Vimeo the following week.
Ages 8+
10:00am-1:00pm
$250

July 5-9
Julie and the Phantoms
Do you have the "Julie and the Phantoms" soundtrack on constant replay?  Do you love to sing
and rock out?  Then this is the perfect camp for you! We will be singing and dancing to all of the
songs, recreating some of the most memorable scenes from the show, and learning how to form
a band!
Ages 8+
10:00am-1:00pm
$250

Jazz Intensive Online
In this jazz camp we will work on jazz technique such as different jumps and turns. We
will also focus on jazz specific strength and conditioning. We will have a large focus on
incorporating our technique into fun, upbeat jazz choreography.
Ages 9+
11:00am-1:00pm



$170

Ballet on Broadway In Studio
Dancers will learn about iconic ballet numbers in Broadway shows such as West Side
Story, Oklahoma!, and An American in Paris, as well as choreographers such as Agnes
de Mille, Jerome Robbins, and Christopher Wheeldon. Each day will feature a ballet
technique class in addition to Broadway dance history and choreography, and the week
will culminate in a performance in your dancer's home for family and friends.
Ages 9+
1:00-3:00pm
$170

July 12-16
Zombies 1 In Studio
We’re fired up for Disney’s Zombies! Zed, Eliza and other zombies are fighting for unity
and equality in Seabrook, and their obstacles give us a great opportunity to focus on
Civil Rights in our world. Scenes and dances from the movie act as stepping stones for
promoting inclusion and kindness. (You do not have to participate in Zombies 2 in order
to join Zombies 1.)
1:30-4:30pm (Ages 5-10)
$250

Ballet Technique In Studio
Learn, refine, polish, and SHINE! join us for a technique focused week. Students will
take a daily ballet technique class, focused on learning new steps, refining steps they
already know, and adding the polish to make them shine.
Ballet Levels 2-4
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Descendants Camp In Studio (No Singing Inside)
Who's ready for the newest Descendants film? In honor of the upcoming sequel, we will
be singing, dancing and performing scenes from all three currently released
Descendants movies!  We will perform songs, such "Rotten to the Core", "What's My
Name", "Queen of Mean", and so many more!
Ages 5-10
10:00am-12:00pm
$170

July 19-23
Zombies 2 In Studio



Ready for a new day, ready for a change - we got this! Everyone’s invited as we meet
the Werewolves of Seabrook and learn their true history. Our camp emphasis on unity
and equality continues.  Scenes and dances from the movie act as stepping stones for
promoting inclusion and kindness. (You do not have to participate in Zombies 1 in order
to join Zombies 2.)
Ages 5-10
9:00am-2:00pm
$300/Section

Contemporary Technique & Composition In Studio
Dive deeper into contemporary dance! Each morning will start with a contemporary
technique class to warm up the body and find a sense of grounding. Dancers will
explore improvisational and compositional tools to create their own choreography as a
group and as individuals.
Ages 10+
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Jazz & Hip Hop Intensive In Studio
In this Jazz and Hip Hop Intensive we will equally focus on Jazz and Hip Hop technique
and choreography. We will also work on genres that combine the two of them, i.e. street
jazz, commercial jazz, and dance team. Conditioning and Strengthening will be
included.
Ages 10+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Frozen 2: Musical Theatre In Studio (Voice Outside)
Students will audition on the first day of class for Frozen 2.  Audition materials will be
provided.  We will work via zoom to rehearse and perform a full musical.  Recordings
will be made on the final day of class.  A fully finalized production will be available on
Vimeo the following week.
Ages 7+
9:30am-12:30pm
$250

July 26-30
Tappin Toes In Studio
Tap your toes all week long! In addition to dancing, we will also learn about rhythm and
percussion. If your dancer loves to move to the beat, this camp is for them!



Ages 5-8
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

The Greatest Showman In Studio
This is the greatest camp! We will learn choreography inspired by this incredible movie
and create our own costumes for the greatest show on earth!
Ages 6-9
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Clueless: Musical Theatre In Studio
Teens come out and join us for a fun week auditioning, rehearsing and performing the
show Clueless!  Students will audition on Monday, rehearse scenes and choreography
throughout the week and then perform the show on Friday. Just for our teens! (Previous
MTR experience not required. NO VOCALS.)
Ages 12+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Tap Masters In Studio
Ages 10+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

August 2-6
Hip Hoppin KidzBop In Studio
Can you hit the Whoa? What about the stanky leg? If you can’t, we’ll teach you! Join us
for a week filled with some old school and new school hip hop technique. We will learn a
variety of songs new and old from the Kidz Bop Kids and present perfectly paired
choreography to family and friends on the last day of camp. We can’t wait to show you
our moves! So sign up today before space runs out!
Ages 5-8
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Jazz Intensive In Studio
In this jazz camp we will work on jazz technique such as different jumps and turns. We
will also focus on jazz specific strength and conditioning. We will have a large focus on
incorporating our technique into fun, upbeat jazz choreography.



Ages 7+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Conditioning Camp In Studio
Spend the week getting in shape and learn how to keep your body in peak dancing
condition. Campers will learn and practice a variety of conditioning exercises and
techniques they can bring to any dance class. Cardio HITT and strength training as well
as pilates and yoga/stretch workshops are all included!
Ages 10+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

August 9-13
Annie: Musical Theatre In Studio
It’s a HARD KNOCK LIFE!! Well, it’s certainly been an interesting year! We are ready to
turn our rags into riches and dance the blues away! We will be dancing and acting all
week long (we’ll save the singing for next year). Your child will be cast as one of the
many characters in ANNIE and work towards creating an unforgettable performance on
the last day of camp, complete with props and costumes! Tomorrow, tomorrow, space
will be gone, by tomorrow! So sign up RIGHT AWAY!!!!!! (No singing inside)
Ages 5-8
9:00am-12:00pm
$250

Acting Intensive In Studio
This camp will be focused on Acting and Improv.  Half of each day, we will work on how
to audition, choose a monologue, and work with a partner on stage.  The second portion
will be focused on learning how to adjust when things go wrong, basic rules of improv,
miming and prop comedy.  There will be a short performance at the end of the week.
Ages 9+
1:30-4:30pm
$250

Ballet Intensive In Studio
Get back to ballet before the school year begins with this camp that focuses on
fundamentals for intermediate ballet students. Campers will have technique classes,
learn dance history and etiquette, practice their hair and makeup skills, and prepare for
another year of dance. Dancers will also learn new choreography to present at the end
of the week!



Ballet levels 2-4
9:00am-12:00pm
$250


